[Y-specific sequences in Turner syndrome].
Turner Syndrome (TS) is the only one monosomy that occurrs+ in humans. The cytogenetics of TS is very well known from years. It has been estimated that almost 98-99% of TS foetuses end in abortion. It was suggested that the monosomy arises relatively late during embryonal development and survived TS individuals could be mosaics. It has been proved that mosaic karyotype mos 45,X/46X, + mar(Y) occurrs++ in 2% to 11% of TS patients. The patients having additional cell line containing der(Y) are at increased risk of gonadoblastoma development. In these cases gonadectomy should be considered. Therefore detection of mosaic and establishing the origin of marker chromosome (specially containing Y-specific sequences) is of special importance. The aim of present study was to detect the small mosaics, containing mar(Y) in TS patients, by using PCR and FISH techniques. Eight Y sequences for the PCR analyses as well as bicolor in situ hybridisation with painting probes for Y and X chromosomes have been applied. The positive amplification for Y-specific sequences has been detected in 7% of TS patients. Our results support the thesis that searching for the Y sequences should be introduced to routine genetic TS diagnosis.